Oil Flooded Screw Compressors
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The rotary screw compressor design employs
two helical rotors that intermesh. Oil is inject
ed into the low pressure end of the rotors.
Gas also enters the compressor at the low
pressure end. The oil and gas mix travels

Rotar), Vane Compressors
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from approximately 20 mscfd to 2.5

include vapor recovery,

mmscfd are obtainable at differential

wellhead compression,

discharge pressures up to 60 psig for

medium pressure gas
boosting, landfill gas

single stage models.

recovery, and casinghead

These positive displacement machines

pressure reduction.

utilize a slotted, eccentrically mounted
rotor. Blades, or vanes, ride in and out
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Quincy Line of Reciprocating Compressors
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The Quincy line offers the most cost-effective
solution for dry gas applications moving up to
550 mscfd at pressure up to sao psi. The auto
matic bypass allows precise, consistent back

pressure to be maintained on the well and
reduces downtime and maintenance. T he auto
mated liquid transfer system dramatically reduces
pumper workload and automated restart mini
mizes pumper callout.

Gemini Line of Reciprocating Compressors
Hy-Bon is an authorized OEM packager of

Gemini reciprocating compressors. The

Gemini line offers an extremely cost-effective
solution for dry gas applications moving from
200 mscfd to 1000 mscfd at pressures up to
1,500 psi.

Travaini Liquid Ring Vacuum Pumps
Hy-Bon is an authorized distributor of
Travaini liquid ring vacuum pumps.
Travaini Pumps,

USA is one of the leading

worldwide manufacturers of liquid ring
vacuum pumps with single stage

(TRS),

two stage (T RH), and single stage vari
ported (TRM(TRV) designs.
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